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Vol. III-No,. 6

Published By Students Of Fairfield University

Eight Admitted T'ot Honor Society;
Council Prese,nts Financial Plan
By JOHN H. WELCH
The Rev. Lawrence C. Langguth, S.J., Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, has released the names of
eight members of the Senior Class who have qual'ified
for, and been accepted into, the F1aiI'field Universit
Honor Society. The Honor Society Keys, emblematic
of high scholastic standing and outstanding extra-cur·
ricular participation, were presented to the new members, Wednesday morning, by the Rev. Joseph D. FitzGerald, S.J., Rector of the University.
Awards were given to the following seniors: Dominic A. Autuori, Charles E. Black, Robert
T. Conroy, James D. Eplett, John
P. Fray, Jr., Harold F. Mullen,
Jr., John J. Walsh and Francis
E. Woods.
Qualifications
To qualify for the Honor Society, these men have maintained at least an eighty-five per
cent average during the past
three years, as well as acquiring
an accumulation of twelve points
for participation in extra-curricular activities. The Honor Society was established last year
in order to give an added inducement to scholastic achievement and to encourage participation in extra-curricular activities. The Society is also a means
whereby public recognition is
tendered to the men who have
been outstanding in these L\</ ••,
fields of endeavor.
Contjnued on Page 7

Debating Society
Inaugurates New
Forensic Season
The Junior-Senior Bellarmine
Debating Society journeyed to
Albertus Magnus College in New
Haven last Thursday afternoon,
December 6, where the second
inter-college debate of the senior members of the. Bellarmine
Societies was held, The topic was
the new national topic, namely,
"Resolved: That The Federal
Government Should Adopt A
Permanent Program of Wage
and Price Controls." Glen Hawman and Eugene Magner represented Fairfield University and
for the negative. Miss Phyllis
Aldous and Miss Helen Wellman
represented Albertus Magnus
and upheld the affirmative.
The debate was very evenly
matched with the Albertus representatives winning the debate
by the narrow margin of two
points, 84-82. There was considerable interest in the debate on
the 9art of the Albertus students
as many attended the affaiir.
On Wednesday afternoon, December 12, Glen Hawman and
Eugene Magner once again took
the negative on the national
topic as they opposed rona College, New Rochelle, N.Y. Also,
on Wednesday evening, December 12, John Fray, president of
the Junior-Senior Debating Society, and John Luckart opposed
The College of New Rochelle on
Continued on Page 2
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Two Con,cerls
Open Selason
For Glee Club
Last weekend, the Fairfield
University Glee Club opened its
1951-1952 season with two combined concerts, joining forces
with two of the leading colleges
for women in the East.
St. Joseph's College of West
Hartford played host to the Men
in Red on Friday evening, Dec.
7. The St. Joseph choralers, under the direction of Mr. Moshe
Paranov, offered several selections, including a medley of Victor Herbert favorites and Jerome
Kern's immortal "Make Believe." The Fairfield ,men, under
Guest Conductor Alfonso D'Artegga, presented the premiere
choral performance of Mr. D'Artega's beautiful "Hail Mary,"
in addition to its regular program.
Host to New Rochelle Sunday

It was the Red Stag's turn to
play host on Sunday, Dec. 9,
when the Glee Club of the College of New Rochelle journeyed
to Berchmans Hall to take part
in an afternoon concert for the
Fairfield student body, their
relatives, and friends.
The New Rochelle songstresses, directed by Mr. F. Culwell
Conkliri, sang a variety of numbers, including Zoltan Kodaly's
"Ave Maria" and the inspiring
"Give Me Your Tired, Your
Poor" by Irving Berlin.
Supper was served in the
Xavier Hall cafeteria, and dancing in Berchmans Auditorium
closed out the evening.

M,etr,o Club
Holds Card
Party lonight
This evening a card party will
be held by the Metropolitan
Club of Fairfield University. The
evening is well planned and a
door prize will be awarded. Playing cards will be furnished, and
refreshments will"· be served.
Jack Krammer announced that
the card party will take place at
7:30 in the cafeteria of Xavier
Hall, and admission is fifty cents.
Mr. Kramer is chairman for the
card party.

NFCCS Explained;
Mullen Speaks On
Depleted Treasury
At the first comnlete student
assembly of the school year, the
Rev. Joseph R. Fitzgerald, S.J.
awarded Honor Society and Student Council Keys to qualifying
members of the Student Body.
The assembly, held Wednesday
morning, December 12, in Berchmans Hall, was opened by the
Rev. Lawrence C. Langguth,
S.J., who addressed the student
body. In addition to Father Fitzgerald and Father Langguth,
two members of the senior class,
John J. Relihan and Harold F.
Mullen, spoke to the Student
Body.
Common Practice
Contacted earlier in the week,
Relihan, who is Senior Delegate
to the NFCCS, explained tha this
purpose in speaking was to acquaint the students of Fairfield
with the aims, advantages and
divisions of the NFCCS. This explanation, he added, is given, in
one manner or another, to all
the freshmen in the Catholic
College::. whicr. are member
schools, but because of the relative newness of the NFCCS to
Fairfield, it was felt that the
entire student body would profit
by a formal introduction to the
National Federation of Catholic
College Students.
Continued on Page 8

Fairfield Men
Receive CISL
Chairmanships
On Sunday, December 9, at a
meeting of the Board of Selection of the C.I.S.L. at Trumbull
College, Yale University, John
Relihan, John Keegan, and Ronald Homza were elected House
Chairman of the Education Committee, Senate Chairman of the
Constitutional
Amendments
Committee and House Welfare
Committee respectively.
The Board of Selection is composed of the Executive Committee of the C.I.S.L. of which Jim
Aspinwall is a membr in virtue
of his position as Rules Director.
The Executive Committee met at
11 :00 A.M. to decide on questions
of a procedural nature in respect
to the selection and appointment
of candidates. At 1:00 P.M., after
a short recess for lunch, the
Executive Committee met as the
Board of Selection and sat until
after 6 P.M. interviewing over
90 candidates in what proved to
be a rigorous session.
Each candidate was questioned in regard to his particular interest in the post for which he
applied, his background of exContinued on Page 8
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Fahy And Walsh
To Speak Today
Francis X. Fahy and Maurice A. Walsh, Jr., will
present an anti-communist forum in the second Bellarmine Lecture today during the sixth period. The purpose of the forum is to point out the dangers of communism and its Godless way of life, and to awaken the
audience to its insidious doctrines.

F. X. FAHY

MAURICE A. WALSH

At the end of the lecture Mr.
Fahy and Mr. Walsh will answer
any and all questions from the
audience. The co-speakers have
lectured on communism for the
past five years in leading colleges and universities in the East
and Middle-West as well as to
civic, veterans' and fraternal
groups, exposing the fallacies of
those who follow the Red doctrine.

. Fahy and Walsh were classmates in their pursuit of studies
at St. Peter's Prep and College
in Jersey City, New Jei'sey, and
Fordham Law School in New
York. Upon their release from
the service in 1946 they formed
a law firm with another colleague, James P. Evans, with
offices in Jersey City and New
York City.
Continued on Page 7

Results Of M.agazine Drive
The third annual magazine drive at Fairfield University, which
recently came to a close, has been classified as a success. More
than two thousand dollars worth of magazines were sold during
this campaign. Of this amount the total profit realized was over
eight-hundred dollars. The following data manifests the total sales
and profits received by the individual classes.
CLASS
SALES
PROFITS
Senior
$1513.75
$521.13
Junior
707.50
253.64
52.81
Sophomore
160.05
32.20
Freshmen
.. .
84.00
TOTAL.
$2465.35
$859.98
By comparing these figures with those of last year one can
detect the great decrease in the sales and profits. The following
figures show the results of the '49 magazine drive.
CLASS
SALES
PROFITS
Senior .....
$2072.80
$740.24
Junior
$1347.00
454.92
Sophomore
236.30
87.89
Freshmen ....
10.60
3.18
TOTAL.
$3666.80
$1258.43
Each year prizes are awarded to the highest seller in his
respective class. Another awarded to over-all top seller. This year
John Rogowski, '52, received the latter in addition to his being
high man in his class. Richard Dowling, '53, Joseph McNally, '54,
'and William Daley, '55, received top honors in their respective
classes.
The class presidents wish to extend their thapks and appreciation to those who aided in making this year's campaign a
success. Prize winners were:
SOLD
PRIZE
John Rogowski
$142.00
$28.00
Dowling
6·3.60
12.00
Joseph McNally.
40.50
2.75
William Daley...
25.00
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Peace On Earth
Once again the Christmas season is upon us. The
season of bright lights, hustling crowds and gay spirits;
the season of games and toys and Santa C~aus; the
season of happiness and gaiety and peace.
The Christmas season - a navy recruiting poster
bears the caption "Peace on earth". On bright Christmas cards an inscription is scrolled, "P~ace on earth,
good will to men." Radio and television repeat it, newspapers and magazines reprint it; and unfortunately,
many believe it.
Unfortunately, for here is ,one of the greatest misquotations in the history of man. In Luke I, 14 we read:
"Glory be to God in the highest, and on earth peace to
men of good will."
Little glory is given to God, He is forgotten, this
phrase is dropped from the Christmas messages, for the
glory to God would only detract from the glory of the
commercial Santa Claus. And so men seek peace without acknowledging the Giver of Peace, the King of
Peace; and without realizing the type of peace he
promised.
As the Jews rejected Christ because they sought
an earthly king, so men today misinterpret the word of
God, for they seek an earthly peace, a material peace.
Certainly the early Christians were men of good will.
How did they find peace in being hunted, sought out"
tortured and put to death? In all ages men of good willi
have been trampled on, downtrodden, beaten, have forfeited their goods and their lives to the more ruthless.
Of what did their peace consist?
Yet men of good will were promised peace on earth.
From the Giver of Peace, Whose kingdom is spiritual,
should we not expect a spiritual peace? Some men have
attained it - it is an internal peace, a spiritual peace,
a peace of soul.
In the materialistic atmosphere of the world today,
men of good will are few, and peace, whether it be
spiritual or temporal, is rare. But if all men were of
good will, if all could attain peace of soul, would not an
earthly. peace, a peace between nations soon follow?
In seeking this world peace men have rejected the
means of finding it. We have the means, it is to be
found in that message given on the first Christmas ...
"Glory be to God in the Highest, and on earth peace to
men of good will."
THE JESUIT COLLEGES
Commencing in this issue, THE STAG presents a
new series of feature articles on the Jesuit Colleges in
the United States. !tis our hope that these articles,
written by Charles E. Black, will afford the faculty and
students of Fairfield University with an opportunity to
become better acquainted with the facilities of the vari'Ous Jesuit colleges in the United States..
We wish at this time to express our thanks to all
those officials at the many colleges who have graciously
come forward with the material necessary for an undertaking such as this.
The Editors
DEBATING
Continued from Page 1
the same national topic. Fairfield had the affirmative while
New Rochelle had the negative.
The moderator and faculty advisor of the Junior-Senior Debating Society is Father Clancey, S.J. Although the club has
been restricted in its number of
debates during the past semester, the society intends to increase its program by holding
debates with Georgetown University; Visitation ColI e g e,
Washington, D.C.; Loyola in Baltimore, Maryland; St. Peter's
College; St. Joseph's in Hartford;
Salve Regina in R.I.; and Ladycliff College.

Tax Notice
According to information
passed on to us bv the Secretary of the Business Club,
you may earn up to six hundred dollars, and still be considered a dependent. The
Club Secretary points out
that this ruling was part of
the new tax law, and may not
be generally known by the
members of the Student Body.
He cautioned, however, that
the man who earned more
than six hundred dollars still
has to pay income tax, as under the old law.

Problems Of '52
By WILLIAM GILLEN

As the old year is preparing
to leave us I find it very easy
to understand how the "Old
Man" acquired in 365 days, a
weary expression, a bent back
,and an amazing growth of whiskers. There isn't too much we
can do for the "Old Year" since
he won't be coming this way
again. However, I feel that we
should g'ive a little thought to
what made "him" so old and
weary by looking over some of
the issues facing 1952.
What is going to happen to
the nomination of Gen. Mark
Clark as diplomatic represntative to the Vatican State? Mr.
Truman created quite a controversy over this situation. The
main issue will be settled by
Congress when it convenes in
'52. . .. It looks as though our
8th Army will be spending another full winter in Korea . . .
or does it? An opinion in either
direction is well founded. Will
we see peace in Korea or will
World War III arise from this
infamous Police Action? ... Let
us not forget the N.A.T.O. which
is taking shape as a formidable
adversary to Communism in
Europe. Under the capable and
guiding hands of Gen. Eisenhower the U.S. should receive
from the European members of
this organization full cooperation both in manpower and
money. . . . In "52" we shall
see if the U.S. has learned a lesson from the burdensome part
America plays in the United
Nation's struggle against Communism in Korea. I feel assured
that "Ike" won't forget, that is
if he remains in Europe as head
of the N.A.T.O. ! ! . . .' That
brings us to the presidential
election to be held in 1952. We
hear and read of many names:
Kefauver, Warren, Taft, Eisenhower and others. We'll just
have to wait and see!
America is approaching the
one millionth death due to automobile accidents. It seems inevitable that next year will reach

and no doubt surpass this apalling figure. Is gas rationing the
answer to this and many other
traffic problem? . . . Just what
part America will play in the
Iran oil dispute is a serious question. Early "52" should bring us
some final news in that direction.... The need for more and
better jet airplanes has been
demonstrated in the skies over
Korea. It has been proven that
cnly the ability of our pilots has
given them the "edge" over the
Russian MIG's. We no doubt
shall learn of great steps taken
to alleviate this situation. . . .
Will the tax scandals, refrigerators and the mink coats disappear from the Washington scene?
We see Mink coats in the headlines so often in connection with
members of our legislative body
I've gotten the idea that mink
might be the answer to the Wet
Cold clothing experiments for
our troops in Korea. I don't
think we'll see this experiment
in "52"! Mr. Truman agrees that

a general housecleaning is needed in the nation's capital and
he is considering a dramatic
move to bring about the housecleaning. The need exists Mr.
President, with or without the
dramatics so let's have the job
done in your final year as head
of the Nation.
These are only a few of the
important issues facing the U.S.
in 1952. We shouldn't be too
pessimistic, after all, Brooklyn's
year will soon be here and like
the "Shrimp Boats" the year
1952 could be a cause for dancing and happiness.
Tomorrow, Friday, December 14, the local representative of Dieges and Clust will
be here to make delivery on
the Class Rings which were
ordered during the second
week in October. He will be
stationed near the cafeteria
from 11:00 until 2:00.
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Delegates Attend Workshop
At Alb,ertus Magnus Colleg,e
By HAROLD F. MULLEN
On Saturday, 12/1/51, the Student Government
Commission of the N.F.C.C.S. conducted a workshop for
Student Council Presidents at Albertus Magnus College in New Haven. Representatives from all but three
of the New England Catholic colleges participated in
the one day workshop, B.C. and Holy Cross beinl; conspicuously absent. Fairfield's delegation on the other
hand was conspicuous by its size, sendbg ten men.
Following the formalities of
registration, the assembly was
welcomed by Sister Francis deSales, Dean of Albertus Magnus.
The main speaker for the morning, Miss Josephine Bree, Advisor to the Albertus Magnus
Student Government, addressed
the workshop on "The Scope of
the Students' Responsibility in
ColI e g e Government. Miss
Bree's ready knowledge of student problems, her ability to see
both sides of the student government situation, and her discerning comments on stud.ent character in general made 1t apparent
why the Student Government
Commission centered at Albertus Magnus. Particularly, Miss
Bree noted that student interests
vary greatly over the years and
for that reason they cannot be
given excessive power in making
regulations, as in an unrestncted
student government. However,
it was pointed out that college
students accept regulations more
readily if allowed to have a hand
in the making of them and furthermore are quick ,to benefit by
their own mistakes. She stated
that student rule in a moderate
degree affords those involved in
it the opportunity to develope
initiative by seeking rules for
the benefit of the student, to
gain confidence in their own decisions and to learn either to
compromise or disagree agreeably. These latter abilities, she
thought, were frequently ignored by many students when
they became elected to some p?sition of authoriity over the1r
fellow classmates.
Following Benediction an enjoyable lunch was served buffet
style in Nilan Hall dining room.
Needless to say, eating off china
in a quiet atmosphere and having your coffee poured by: a student waitress was an enjoyable
change from Fairfield's combined automat and ping-pong stadium.
The afternoon session consisted of informal discussions on
the results of a poll taken by
N.F.C.C.S. concerning honor systems at colleges, cut and point
systems, dayhop-resident relations and integration problems
between the students and the
faculty and administration. In
the discussion of honor systems,
Fairfield remained silent feeling
that the system of: "Please occupy alternate rows" with which
we were acquainted might be
looked upon as out-moded and
reactionary. Therefore, we allowed the womens' colleges to
proudly state their success with
honor svstems and the other
mens' colleges to ridicule it by
stating how it was outwitted by
their students. Thus, we accomplished two ends: keeping our
own secrets intact and learning
a few new methods. A gentleman from St. Anselm's summed
up the honor system by stating
:that "The faculty has the honor
and the students have the system!" The various cut systems
ran the gamut of unlimited cuts

HAROLD MULLEN

at Albertus Magnus to no cuts
at Regis. Fairfield's system of
making a cut worth two absences when the man is known to be
on campus was universally considered the most novel.
A point system concerning
participation in extracurricular
activities engendered quite a
discussion. This system is based
on the belief that limiting the
number of activities in which a
student may join is beneficial
both to the student and to the
clubs and organizations in a
school. By assigning a certain
number of points to each activity, based on the demands each
activity made on the student's
time, and awarding each student
a reasonable number of extracurricular points proportional to
his scholastic average, the student must then carefully choose
the clubs he wishes to join. Thus,
activities would benefit by having men in them who were both
interested in specific groups and
would eliminate men joining
clubs to which their studies prevented active participation. Fairfield, by ;the way, is one of the
few colleges in New 'England
that does not practise this system in some form or other.
Dayhop-resident relations provided the third discussion and
appear to present more of a
problem to the boarding colleges
than to Fairfield. At other colleges there is a distinct separation between these two factions
which causes excessive friction
within clubs and in social activities. All seemed to miss the
solution found here that an acknowledgement of the need for
day-hops to join the clubs and
go to the dances was essential
to their success, that without
their interest these functions
could not be successful. We
pointed out that an invitation for
day-hop participation l' a the l'
than toleration might solve the
matter.
Finally, the question of integration problems between students and faculty and administration was raised. It was admitted that all had a common
Continued on Page 8
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A Pint Of Life
By CLEM NAPLES
By GLENN HAWMAN

"We grant that the two powers, the ecclesiastical and the
civil are distinct," declared the
Reverend Gerald Kinsella, S.J.,
Professor of History at Fairfield
when he discussed the topic:
"Church and state" over the
WICC network.
"If we say," he stated, "and
many in this beloved land of
ours are saying precisely this,
that the seDaration between the
two Dowers is such that the political government must completely ignore religion, even repudiate religion and discriminate against its adherents, then
we are equivalently saying that I
Hitler was right and Stalin is
right and the forces attempting
to enslave mankind are right.
Steve ~aranyar donates his blood.
Those who hold that the State
Camera, Club
has no obligations to religion are
implicitly affirming the proposicowardice
before
this beauteous
On Tuesday, November 6, two
tion that the poitical power is great things happened here at maiden? . . . I'm sorry fellows,
not only sovereign in its own Fairfield, one was elections, an honest I am. Anyway, I didn't
domain, but its sovereignty has expression of our democracy and even feel it, it was over before
no limitations, it is absolute and the other was the donation of I had a chance to die as I exuniversal."
blood for our brothers in Korea, n2cted. What a disappointment,
"This is a fatal error to fall an expression of generosity and ~nd after all that anxiety.
But having recovered, being a
into-one that destroys the very sacrifice on the part of the
basis of our priceless liberty. American p e 0 pIe. The quota true man of Fairfield, I began
Man is not destined for the state, hoped for by the Fairfield Chap- looking for the promised free
but for God. His end is not any ter of the Red Cross was 200 (F-R-E-E) eats. WOW, soup,
temporal good, but the Eternal pints of blood, what they re- coffee and tons of sandwiches.
Good itself. Because of this end ceived was 237 pints of life. We After a hasty snack of two bowls
man is free. The state can in of Fairfield may feel justly proud of SOUD, two cups of coffee and
no way interfere in man's pro- for 27 pints of· that blood were six sandwiches, I left my friends
who were still eating.
gress to this higher and superior ours.
There is another drive next
destiny. Not only is the state
Perhaps some dub i 0 u s lad
obligated to this policy of non- reading this may say, "Ugh, month fellows. You can give a
interference, but because its vampires, bloodsuckers, why most precious gift to someone in
power ultimately is derived from should I and my beloved cor- Korea.
God and therefore subject to the puscles be separated, besides ...
eternal will, the State must co- IT HURTS." Well gather round
operate, insofar as it can, with little chillun a,nd daddy will tell
the efforts of its subjects to at- you all about the big bad wolf,
tain their ultimate destiny."
because daddy knows all about
"Hence the power of the him . . . he gave.
Dec. 5, 1951
State," said Father Kinsella, "alAll these ghoulish stories
though distinct from the Eccles- about shrinking bodies and irriA short business meeting was
iastical and supreme in its own tated livers are just for ghouls, held during which the election
domain, is clearly on a subordin- it just does not happen (I hope). of club officers occured. The reate level. In matters of religion But to proceed: It was a bright sults of these elections were as
and moralitv the State must fol- and glorious day, that Tuesday follows:
low not decide, must promote not of November 6, and I, in perfect
President, Robert Hayden, '52.
ignore."
communion with nature, skipped
Vice-President, Casper Burke,
"The State," concluded Father gaily into St. Paul's parish house '52.
Kinsella, "owes no obedience to with my pudgy little bloodfilled
Secretary, Kenneth Jakabcin,
the Church in purely temporal, arms wrapped lovingly around
political or economic affairs that my most precious possessions, '52.
,Treasurer, William Kennally,
do not touch upon the salvation my books. Immediately a four
of its subjects. Political elections, eyed green monster called a '54.
Dec. 6. 1951
economic arrangements, meas- nurse grabbed me, she was so
urements for defense, military abrupt, my poor little digits were
Following a short business
strategy, etc. as such are no shaking as she led me into a meeting, plans concerning the
concern of bishops or priests ex- small room where four other lit- club s first nightly social were
cept in their capacity as private tle monsters were rushing about discussed. They include, a speakcitizens. As a matter of fact the jabbing thermometers between er, Mr. Joseph Keating, Asst.
Church warns them to be strict- quivering lips. After being se- Manager in charge of production
ly impartial so as not to preju- curely strapped to a chair, (I of McKesson & Robbins; with a
dice their positions as spiritual wasn't frightened, just nervous) film on "The Story of Gasoline,"
guides. If, however, a measure I, too, was was put through that and refreshments to follow.
were to be proposed harmful to gruelling torture of having my Members of the Freshman class
the spiritual interests of their temperature taken. In all humil- who have shown a desire to join
flocks, it is their solemn duty to ity let me say that I passed this the club are invited to the social,
warn the faithful."
rigorous examination with a 94.6 which will be held Wed., Dec.
"Relations Between The United Centigrade (please, no flattery). 12 in Xavier hall. The festivities
States and Spain"
Following this display of my are scheduled to begin at 8:00
This was the title of a talk true worth as a courageous in- P.M.
delivered by :the Rev. Francis dividual, I was then carried by
Following this a very informaDeevy, S.J., Professor of Span- six bone crushing bruisers (I tive and well prepared lecture
ish and dean of language teach- wasn't frightened, just appre- was given the club members by
ers at Fairfield College Prepara- hensive) into a large room where John Fedors "52" on Brass, the
tory School on a radio broadcast inanimate bodies were sprawled highlights of which were,
on December 3rd.
.
on cold white morgue tables. One '1) History
In reply to a statement that in table was unoccupied (curses),
2) Background
the recent controversy about and that was where I was so
3) Occurence of 'Basic IngreSpain, Catholics have been con- rudely dumped. From out of the dients
sidered pro-Spanish and even mist of frightened tears an an4) Production
pro-Franco and as a result have gelic vision with brown eyes and
5) Uses
made themselves open to the ac- shimmering locks appeared; she
6) Various Commercial Mixcusation of being pro-fascist, was an angel with a southern tures
Father Deevy replied as follows: drawl, "Don't be frightened,
Tentative plans were also
"That is the general opinion. honey lamb, it just cain't hurt made concerning future club
However, it should be made you all." The problem arose, was field trips.
abundantly clear that no Catho- I, a RED STAGERER going to
Tentative plans were also
lic, American or Spanish, is un- disgrace the honored name of made concerning future club
Continued on Page 8
Fairfield by showing rat-like field trips.

Chemistry Cluh
Elects Officers
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St. Louis Univlersity Led Developm·ent Of JUnknown West
The Billikens ... who are they? Where are they from? What can be said
about them? In. response to such questiJns one of the most general statements
that could be made would be that they, t~e Billikens, ·are students, faculty, and
alumni of one of the oldest and most inJ.uential universities in the U.S. . . .
St. Louis University, and should be proud to bear their name.
To say that St. Louis contributed more than did any
otiher university toward the civilizing, educating, and development of the vast region between the Mississippi River and
the Pacific Ocean is ·a bold, but
true statement. In its 133 years
this institution has grown from
a one-building school into a
mighty university, and our
country has benefited materially and spiritually from its, enterprises.
Charter in 1832
St Louis was the first unie sit
est of the Mississippi
~b~ai~n;its charter in 1832 (32
years before Harv.ard, 55 years
before Yale, and 64 years before
P 'nceton ,and Columbia) Bec:~se it was the "first~f its
kind" in a cast, unsettled region,
its gradually-developed schools
f Philosophy and Science Di~inity, Medicine, Law,' and
Commerce and Finance br'ought
through the t8.ges education, religion and culture to an unkno'~ West. In this way it
h I d b 'ng "order and prose
r~ f wilderness and
pert y ~~ 0
VIO e n c e . .
St..Louls. of !oday
St. LoUIS Umverslty of tod'ay
has a student. enrollmer: t of
about 10,000 WIth a ratIO of
The Desloge Hospital at St. Louis
about three men for every w?mIt has been said that "if there is anything especially an. st~den~. To help alle,:,late
thIS SItuatIOn a Student Dlrecsignificant of St. Louis, it is its reputation among other tory m~y be .bought .by ,anyone
institutions as a pioneer in research." Mere considem- by WhICh, ":'It~ a flIck of the
tion of but a few of the many contributions made by its .hand, the gIrls addresses. and
phone ~umbers may be q~lckly
members should augment this statement.
and eaSIly learned by all mterIn medicine 'alone St. Louis the atmosphere and of the ested parties.
men have performed outstand- short-perio~ microseisms in the
The Univ~rsity faculty nu~ing work in research in the gr.ound. It IS thoug~t that th~se bel'S approxll~ately 1!100 WIth
fields of heart disease land can- mIght have ~ posslbl~. relatIon ab?ut 40 JeSUIts, 20 sIsters and
eel' t8.nd their contributions to meteorloglcal condItIons 'and prIest.s of other orders and of
ha~e enabled others to progress to weather forecasting.
.
the. dIocesan clergy, and the resteadily in fighting these sickAlso und.er contract (but wI.th mmnder laymen and women.
nesses. For example, Professor t?e AtomIC E~ergy CorrunasIt .has a dePar:tment of GeoLewis of St. Louis is famous in sIOn) th~ PhysIcs Department phySICS (of whlc~ there are
the medical world as the in- has receIved grants to ~urther only tm: ee others IT!: th~ counventoI' of the cytoscope, Which ItS study .of beta rays~ whIch are try) whICh was. for.~ed J.?- 1925
is today the chief and IIlost in- of great ~mportance m ~he fiel.d ~s ~he .first ,of .Its kmd J~ ar:y
dispensable diagnostic instru- of atom~c e~ergy. WI~h t~IS mstItuhonof higher lear~ng m
ment at the disposal of molo- contract m mmd the Umverslty th~ world. A~so, St. ~OUlS' !t"egists. This invention made pos- h~s purchased a ~ew electron celved (as a gIft from Its foundsible the future development of mIcroscope for ItS research er) t.he Parks College o~ Aeroall direct-vision apparatus for work..
.
nautIcal Technology, whIch w~s
studying the internal body
Studymg t~e Archc C~ld
th~ first fede:-ally-approved aVIorgans
Another unIque operatIOn of atIon school m the U.?
.
interest is the fact that the De- . Some o.f th~ l~ss-lmportant,
Contracted by Navy
partment of Biology, aided by
lIttle r.ealIzed mCI~ents. of ~he
In another field of study the grants from the U.S. Air Force p~st hls~ory of. thIS. U~IVeI"Slty
University's Institute of Tech- and from the Arctic Institute of dIsplay mterestmg s'ldelIgh~ on
nology has been under contract North America, maintains' an the development of St. LouIS.
with the Office ,of Naval Re- Arctic Expedition to carry out
FbI' example, in the 1830's the
search to study the nature and its research on the effects of very existence of the University
causes of micro-oscillations in cold on living organisms.
was threatened when 'an epi-

I?:

demic of Asiatic Cholera swept
through the city, taking a heavy
toll of life. Throughout the entire plague, h·owever, not one
member of the University was
attacked by the disease.
Incites Indignation
Then in 1830 the old medical
college was the cause of one of
the first riots in the city, the
results of which were extremely costly to the UniveI"sity. A
group of curious youngsters accidentally discovered the bodies
kept in the school's vault, bodies
which were used in medical research, and the indignation incited by this discovery cau~ed
~-4000 men to st?rm th.e buIldmg and de~troy Its eqUIpment.
A Umque Occurrence
Fina~ly, anothe~ in~ident. occured m. 1861 whIch IS partIcularly umque .to St. Lou~. Federal authOrItIes had seIzed a
Confederate recruiting -camp
near the sohool and the. southern students b~came ~nxIOus to
return '~ome Imm~dla~ely before theIr commumcatIOns b~came cut off. As a result of theIr
impatience the University cut
short its second semester and
closed its doors, thus allowing
its students from the South to
return home before the Civil
War hostilities broke out.
This is but a glimpse of the
full history of this institution.
It is both the formal and fancy
ba'ckground of this, the home of
the Billikens ... St. Louis University.
Extensive Utilities
The facilities offered by
St. Louis for student use and
research are as would be expected of such .an institution ...
extensive and complete. 'I1his
university has more schools and
colleges, more academic departments, a larger teaching staff,
and a greater range of courses
than any other Catholic university in the world.
Its medical and dental schools,
its school of nursing, and its
hospitals and clinics constitute
in themselves the largest Catholk medical center in the
world. This medical center ineludes three university hospitals
(including the Desloge Hospital
which was donated to the University by Firmin Desloge 'and
his heirs), three ,affiliated hospitalos, and five staff-related hospit,als!
Other facilities include the
radio station WEW five seismo'

logical stations, and a university church. Also included are
an auditorium, a gymnasium,
·and an athletic stadium.
Library of 500,000 Volumes
St. Louis also leads other
American Catholic universities
in its library facilities. In a
period of 50 .years this library
has been built up to an approximate 500,000 volumes. These include the most important documents in existence conceI"ning
the history of the Mississippi
Valley 'and the Western section
of the U.S.
Fraternities, Sororities Allowed
A.lthough fraternities. and soront.les are not conslder~d. a
maJor 'p~rt of campus actIvIty,
all socIetIes are approved by the
~dmiTl:istration.. ~oth fraternitIe.s .and. sorontIes hold one
prmclple m comt;l0n : . . t'he
welfare of the Umverslty comes
before the good of anyone of
them.
..
These socIetIes are of t?r ee
types; .honorary, prof.essomal,
and social. There are ~I~e honorary frats and sororItIes, the
most significant of which are
the fraternity Alpha Sigma Nu
and its sorority counterpart,
Gamma Pi Epsilon.
There are 18 professional and
six social societies. Of the lattel', the sorority Kappa Beta
Gamma is a national society
with chapters only in Jesuit
universities.
Station WEW Active
The University's radio station
WEW was founded in 1921 and
was the second station to be
licensed in the U.S. Moreover,
this was the first station in the
world to be oper'ated by a university.
The station originated a
Sacred Heart Program, a program which is now on its way
to "covering" the entire wo<rJd
with its "message of mercy and
hope." 468 stations relay the
message from such far-away
places as Ceylon 'and Egypt.
Also, this station was the first
to broadcast the educational
,and religious type of program.
Variety of Clubs
S1. Louis has 46 clubs and
organizations, one for each type
of interest. These range in purpose from a club the members
of which participate in the
Mass and Benediction services
_ the Acolytes Association, to
a club for model airplane enthusiasts _ the Cloudhounds.

Chicago's Loyola U. Spared Flames Of Great Fire
"The young men Loyola University turns out today have been steeped in the
way of thinking that made the American Constitution possible, and made, too,
many of the great men of the formative days of this country ... No lawyer, no historian, no philosopher, no political scientist who does not champion the ideas of
these charters of Amer.ican principles can be a member of L'oyola's staff."
Thus it is that Loyola, ,as well
as all her sister Jesuit un.iversities, carries 'On :the fight
against the Materialism, Skepticism, Utilitarianism, and Cynicism prevalent in the world today.
Loyola University in Chicago, Illinois, is but one of four
Jesuit universities and colleges
to bear :the name of the founder
of the Society of JesuS', St. Ignatius de Loyola.
This University was charter-

ed as a degree-conferring institution in 1870, and in Septembel' of that year 37 students
were present for class in the
new St. Ignatius College (·as it
was then known). This college
had a f,aculty of six on this
opening day, all Jesuits, and
the founder of the school,
Father Damen, served as president.
It was in October, 1871, when
the college was but two years
,old, that the horror of the great

fire swept through the doomed
city of Chicago. Flames swept
directly toward the colle.ge so
that its destruction seemed certain, but with "dramatic suddenness" a change in the wind
direction turned the flames
away from the buildings ,and
saved the college.
Because of this miraculous
occasion F,ather Damen began a
tradition which is still carried
on today. When he heard about
(Continued on Page Five)

Cudahy Science Hall at Loyola in Chicago. Ill.
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the ravaging fire which was
thlI"eatening his school, ~ather
Damen vowed that if his church
and school wer€ spaTed he
would keep seven lights burning constantly before the statue
of "Our Mother of Perpetual
Help." As a result of the salvation of his school he fulfllled
his vow, and to this day seven
lights may be seen burning constantly in ,the Holy F'amily
church.
When in 1906 the Jesuits
sought room for expansion, a
25 acre site was purchased on
Chicago's north side, and with
this purchase the emergence of
Loyola University was begun.
In 1908 the Lincoln College of
Law was founded, and in 1909
a new charter was obtained
under the name ·of Loyola University.
Also in 1909, a medical department was formed in the
school.
Move to Lake Shore
As the north-side campus
grew, the old site of St. Ignatius College dwindled and by
1922 the entire Arts College was
moved .to the new campus. One
building, the Cudahy Science
Hall, had been donated by
Michael Cudahy and his son,
and was completed in 1911.
Then in 1922 the Lake Shore
Campus Administration Building was completed, and two
years laetr a 500,000 Alumni
Gymnasium was ready for use.
In 1930 the campus boasted of

a stadium and an athletic field,
and in ·that same year it was
enhanced by its beautiful library, a memorial donated by
Edward A. Cudahy.
Madonna Della Strada Chapel
One ·of the most beautiful
buildings on the grounds is the
Madonna Della Strada Chapel
on the lake front of the campus.
This chapel was begun in 1938
as a result of a personal fund
campaign initiated by the head
of the classics department. The
building, which cost approximately $450,000, has been in use
since 1940. It has been ".an obj€ctof study and admiration by
artists ,and architects" because
of its beautiful and majestic
structure.
Another significant contribution to Loyola was made in 1946
when the Lewis Towers was
donated by its owner to the
school. This enabled the University to cope with the increase in its enrollment 'after
the w,ar, and was made at a
time when it was needed most.
Schools at Loyola
Loyola fulfills a responsibility
and renders a service to Chicago by means of its various
schools, institutes, and service
agencies. In one year, for example, its free Medical Clinic
treated approximately 38,000
patients, 'and its Dental Clinic
8,500 patients!
The University has schools of
Medicine, Law, Social Work,
Commerce, Nursing, and a Cen-

tel' for Child Guidance. It also
has a Graduate Sollool, a School
of Divinity (conducted for the
instruction of Jesuit seminarians only), an Institute of Social
Administration, and a Research
Institute of Jesuit History. All
these are in addition to its College of Arts and Sciences.
The Medical School
The School of Medicine, approved by the Am€rican Medical Association, is nationally
kno·wn and recognized for its
wartime service, Its Medical
Unit (the 108th General Hospital) has served its country
well in two wars.
Today one out of every four
practicing physicians in Chicago holds Loyol,a as his Alma
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Mater. The Medical School
Alumni numbers over 4,000.
Most of this University's research work is in medicine and
dentistry. The Lewis Maternity
Hospital, which is affiliated
with the University Medical
School, has pioneered in new
obstetrical and gynecological
procedures. '11his hospital is directed by Dr. Herbert E.
Schmitz, the head of these departments at the Medical School,
a man who is recognized as one
of the bes.t in his field in the
country.
Other Contributions
The School of Law has graduated over 1,200 lawyers and
jurists since its formation, and
the School of Dentistry has

Madonna Della Strada Chapel at Loyola in Chicago

assumed a commanding position
among the dental schools of the
world. This school has more
than 7,000 graduates to its
credit.
The School of Commerce
leads all other schools reg'aJrding
medal winners in the Illinois
Certified Public Accountant Examinations, while the Center
for Child Guidance serves about
400 applicants each year, including unhappy, retarded, or
maladjusted children, parents
with family problems, and
adults who seek personal and
vocational data.
To list all the ·outstanding
alumni of Loyola would be impossible, so recognition of but
a few mus.t suffice to show the
significance of this University.
Included among its gJraduates
is Major..JGeneral Joseph Carroll (Law, '40) the present director of the security program
for the U.S. Air Force, on leave
of absence from the FBI.
Also included are Honorable
William F. Waugh, judge of the
Probate Court of Chicago, and
Federal Judge William Campbell. These, as' well as' several
faculty
member
graduat€s
prominent in medicine and dentistry, give a slight inkling of
Loyola's contributions to society. To 'augment this, moreover, it should be mentioned
that Loyola University graduates constitute 46% of Ohicago's
dentists, and 25% of the city's
physicians!

Creighton Family Leaves Fabulous Endowment To University; TV Big Campus Activity
What is the best way in
which to make one's influence felt both during life
and long after death? Probably the best choice would
be in the realm of ideas,
not in the world of things,
for things become outmoded. It has been said that
"Ideas, .if basically sound,
never go out of date." Most
likely Edward and John
Creighton shared this opinion, for through their endeavors and endowments,
Creighton University in
Omaha, Nebraska came into existence.

Many may wonder where or
how these brothers accumulated
their fortune which they so generously bestowed upon the University. Edward, John and James
Creighton had come to Omaha
in 1856 and within 15 years had
shown their influence in such
fields as the construction of telegraph lines, wagon-express businesses, stock investments, and in
founding important banking establishments. An integral part of
the motion picture "Western
Union" centered about John's
and Edward's efforts and trials
in linking Omaha with the Pacific coast by telegraph wires,
thus completing the coast-tocoast link-up.
Entrusted to Jesuits

The operation of this new
school was entrusted to the JeEdward Creighton had long suits who, though skeptical at
cherished the idea of founding a first, agreed to take charge confree school for boys, but died ditionally. After operating for
without seeing his dream fulfilled. His widow, however,
brought the dream into actuality
by willing $50,000 for the construction of her husband's free
college, as well as $147,000 as
the initial endowment!
Edward's younger brother,
Count John A. Creighton, entered the picture and with additional contributions helped build
the University. Classes were
held in the new school in September, 1878.

one year with a faculty of five
Jesuits, the Fathers agreed to
continue their work at the University. Today 55 Jesuit teachers
and 383 lay teachers prepare the
youth of America in the fields of
medicine, law, dentistry, pharmacy, journalism, nursing, business, education, social service,
and technical and other occupations. Because of its vast expansion, the school 110 longer
offers free education, but now
has to require tuitions of its
students.
The Creighton University campus is virtually a city in itself
with 25 buildings in all, and
even boasts of a TV station
within its limits.
Extracurricular activities are
numerous, and include the campus radio station KOCU which
broadcasts daily, and a bimonthly television production.
Creighton was the first univer-

Gift after Gift

John Creighton piled gift
upon gift on the University until
by 1907, when he died, he had
added the Colleges of Medicine,
Law, Dentistry, and Pharmacy
to the original school.
But he didn't stop there. As
influenltial in death as in life,
Count John Creighton willed, as
his last donation to the school
bearing his family's name, $1,250,000 for the endowment fund.
This fund today totals about
$2,500,000, of which more than
two million dollars has been donated by Creighton families.

Creighton University as seen from the air

The Creightonian ~aculty is
sity in the world to have complete tel e vis ion production also famous in its own right. The
present University President,
equipment on its own campus!
Very Rev. Carl M. Reinert, S.J.,
TV at Creighton
is one of the youngest college
Television is the latest en- presidents in the nation. His
deavor at Creighton and since brother, the Very Rev. Paul C.
its beginning in 1946, Creighton- Reinert, S.J., is President of St.
ians have participated in the de- Louis University, while another
velopment of this medium of brother, James, is now studying
for ordination into the Jesuit
communication.
Order.
Alert to the possibilities of this
new medium, Creighton UniverThe Man is Innocent
sity was eager to have her stuAnother famous Jesuit at
dents and faculty become trained and adept in its operational Creighton was Rev. William F.
techniques. A Creigton alumnus, Rigge, S.J., who died in 1927.
John J. Gillin, provided the op- Father Rigge is famous for his
portunity. As President of Radio invention, the Creighton HarStation WOW, Inc., he persuad- monic Motion Machine, and was
ed the board of directors to a man with great astronomical
purchase $50,000 worth of tele- knowledge. He was director of
vision equipment and to train the University astronomical oba staff for its operation. The only servatory and put his knowledge
problem was the lack of space to good use when he cleared an
for the new equipment, and here attempted murder suspect of the
Creighton stepped in. The Uni- crime of which he was accusversity offered the station ed. Father Rigge determined the
the use of its Auditorium innocence of the man by showfadities. Thus WOW-TV ing that a shadow in a picture
came into being, and of a witness, taken on the day
Creightonians had an on- of the crime, proved that this
the - campus opportunity witness who supposedly saw the
to study and operate tele- suspect was having her picture
vision techniques and taking at the time the murder
attempt was made!
equipment.
Creighton lists among
its better than 13,000
(Editor's note: This is the first
alumni s u c h prominent in a feature series dedicated to
names Francis P. Mat- Jesuit Education in America,
thews (American Ambas- and is written by Charles Black,
sador to Ireland), Brig. '52. It is hoped that with the
General Wallace H. Gra- completion of this series Fairham (personal physician field students, members of one
to President Harry S. of the youngest institutions in
Truman), and Wyoming's the large "family" of Jesuit uniGovernor Frank A. Bar- versities and colleges in Amerirett.
ca, will be aware of the tradition
and education which they share
President's Personal
with thousands of other students
Physician
throughout the country.
General Graham gradThe editors wish to express
uated from Creighton's their appreciation to those varSchool of Medicine in ious institutions for their kind
1936. In World War II he attention. interest, and response,
took part in the Battle of and in particular to the individNormandy, st. Lo, the uals at each university through
Bulge, and in the cross- whose efforts the material for
ing of the Rhine.
this series was compiled.)
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Stags Split Home Games;
Free Throws Mar Play

I Junior Varsity
Wins Twice
50.48, 64·54

Drongowski
HOME INAUGURAL
Tom Flynn. 17. of Fairfield. and Jack Thompson. 8. of Willi·
mantic Teachers. jump for the ball tossed by Referee John
Donnison. as the Stags easily defeated the upstate school. 85-61
in the home inaugural last Wednesday at the Bridgeport
Armory. Bob Markovic. 20. and Joe Kehoe. are other Stag
performers in the picture.

By BOB JAY and JULIUS FRANCHI
Fairfield University's Red Stags split a pair of home
games last week, losing to Rider College last Friday,
53-47, on the first Alumni night in the school's history,
after they had drubbed Willimantic State Teachers College, 83-61 two days earlier.
Tomorrow night, Kings Point Merchant Marine
Academy will supply the opposition at the Armory.
This will be the Stags' final game before the holiday
recess.
Stags 83-Willimantic 61

The Redmen had too much
height and depth for the upstate
Educators and led from the opening whistle. The Stags led 29-17
at the end of the first period,
50-33 at the half, and 67-46 at
the start of the final stanza.
Jimmy Homa and Stan Suchenski led the scorers with 17
and 16 points respectively, but
had to share the spotlight with
two freshmen, Tom Flynn and
Fred Lane, who played sensational ball while they were in
action. Lane caged 14 points on
some great shooting while Flynn
scored 13 and played a good
game under both boards.
McNally Stars for Losers

W alt McNally was the shining
light for the Blue and White
lineup garnering 16 points and
playing an alert floor game.
Coach Jim Hanrahan used the
entire squad with the exception
of Harry Marmion who was in-

jured in the preliminary game,
and ten men added at least one
point to the victory.
Inaccuracy from the foul line
and a defense which fell apart
on occasion seemed to be the
major faults of the team which,
offensively, looks like the best
in the area.
Rider 53. Fairfield 47
More than 700 fans, many of
them from the 1951 graduating
class, sat in on the proceedings
against Rider. However, the
Stags failed to cooperate in producing a win for the Alumni,
although they gave a good account of themselves. The old
"bugaboo" that plagues' many a
team, inability to hit from the
foul lines, wreaked havoc on the
Men in Red, as they were woefully weak, being able to cash in
on only thirteen of thirty-one
attempts.
The Stags started out in great
fashion and quickly ran up an
early 9-2 lead. Rider, with some
good outside shooting, managed

Delivering an impressive performance in their opening test,
the Fairfield Jayvees outlasted
the Graduate School, 50-48, in a
nip and tuck contest at the
Bridgeport Armory last Wednesday night. The cagers of Coach
Ken Kunsch had the edge in
the batte of zone defenses.
After a slow start by the Grad
School, in which the Jayvees
were able to take a decisive lead
on the accurate shooting of Freddy Lane and George Boser,
Frank Pelligrino and Babe Risley found the range to knot matters. The score continued to
sway to both sides with the Graduate School finally leaving the
court at the half with a 20-18
leild.
The second half saw the older
crew pull ahead on the spirited
playmaking and shooting of varsity coach, Jim Hanrahan and
Jack Mullady, but the Stag understudies were not to be easily
pushed aside. Aided by the passing of Lane and the rebounding
of Bob O'Keefe and Jim Stapleton, the Jayvee squad again
edged ahead and outlasted their
older foe to take a close twopoint decision.
High scorer for the night was
the rangy Pellegrino with 24
points, while Risley swished the
nets for 11. Though the game
did not reveal an individual
scoring threat for the Jayvees, it
was easily a team victory with
the points being well divided
among the players. Fred Lane
led the scoring with 11, while
Boser followed with 10.
On Friday, the Jayvees won
their second game of the young
campaign, defeating Quinnipiac
College, 64-54. This game was
also played at the Armory.

to close the gap, and Fairfield
led at the quarter, 16-12.
In the second quarter, Fairfield wasn't too effective, garnering onlyeight points, while
Rider came fast and walked off
the court at intermission leading
by a score of 26-24.
Fairfield began strong in the
second half, tied the score, went
again into the lead, and then
lost it. The rest of the quarter
saw the lead change hands several times, with no more than
two points separating each time.
Each team appeared to be sluggish and frequently threw the
ball away via poor passes. At
the end of the third period, Fairfield took a three point lead,
40-37.
The fourth quarter started
slowly, as if each team were
waiting for the other to make
the first mistake. Rider, thanks
to some fancy shooting on the
part of J4n Postal, after tieing
the score, shot into the lead with
less than four minutes to go.
Here, apparently, Fairfield ran
out of "gas," as the Stags were
unable to garner a basket. With
Rider leading 48-44, baskets by
Denner, plus a foul conversion
by Goeke, put Rider ahead by
nine points, and the best that
the Stags could offer was a three
point play by Bobby Gerwein
with seconds left to play.
Gerwein led the Stags with 14
points, ably assisted by Suchenski with 13. John Ward and Jim
Postal were the offensive guns
for Rider with 13 and 11 tallies
respectively,
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Filosophers Wi n Title Rice
Cops Crown Aft,er D,elay
l
;

Camera Club
FOOTBALL CHAMPS
Phuir's Filosophers. champions of this year's Intramural Foot·
ball League. are together following their 12-6 triumph over
the Schafters. a win that qave them the title. In the front row.
1. to roo are Jack Doheny. Chris Barrett. John Bigley. Bill Rice.
and John Kramer. In the rear. same order. are Bernie O·Meara.
Norm Fahey. Don Burns. Jim Grosso. Bob Lane. Mario Scrimenti. and Larry Fagan.

By "DUTCH" MACCHIA
Back in the fall of 1949 Fairfield University organized its first intramural sports events, under the direction of the Reverend Gerald Kinsella, S.J. It was at
this time that I had the pleasure of meeting Bill Rice.
It seems that Bill was trying to get up an intramural
football team to enter the newly formed league, -and it
was my good luck that he asked me to play with his
team which was called "Rice's Raiders."
In our first game we acted like the Raiders were not notified in
the freshmen we were, a little time to play. It was agreed that
wild and all trying to be stars, since the poor weather condiexcept Bill. You see Bill had tions prevailed, the playoff
learned the value of teamwork would take place during the first
the hard way, and that was in month of the fall semester in
the United States Marine Corps. 1950.
He tried to teach us this spirit
But it seemed that destiny
that he had, and, in my mind, he didn't have that game down in
was successful. For although we the books to be played. For, as
suffered bitter defeat in our you all remember, our country
opening game, we came back to was forced into a policing ilction
win all of the succeeding games in Korea, and Bill was called
that followed.
back once again to serve his
It so happened that "Del' country.
Schafters" had an equally sucWhen the season reopened in
cessful season being upset only the Fall of '50, it found the
at the hands of another sopho- "Raiders" trying to reorganize,
more team. No need to say a but to no avail. It seemed that
playoff was necessary to deter- the spirit and teamwork that Bill
mine who would be the intra- had brought to the "Raiders"
mural football champions in was effective only when Bill was
1949. A playoff was scheduled giving orders. So discouraged
but "Mother Nature" decided was the team of 1950 at the sad
that rain was more important. prospect facing them in the 1950
Another game was scheduled season, that they decided it
and "Del' Schafters" were unabl~ would be best if they didn't
to anneal' because of late classes. enter competition. "The SchaftStili third game was scheduled, ers," on the contrary, were filled
and it had to be called because i
Continued on Page 7
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Sport Jackets
$14.98 to $19.98
Smart sport jackets to .team with
extra slacks. Solid cordUiroys, all
wool fancies. Sizes 13 to 20.

Wool Flannel
Slacks
$9.98
100% wool flannel slacks in grey.
Hollywood waist. Siz'es 28 to 33.
Howland's Students' Shop.
Street Floor
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Greatest Gift

HONOR SOCIETY
Continued from Page 1
Second Chance

By CHARLES SHAFFER
It's the festive season! It's
time to be merry! It's the day
before Christmas! It's a day on
which half of America spends
shopping in a frenzy and the
other half spends shaking in
tense anticipation. We find anether figure trembling on this
day in a hospital bed, but the
cause is fear since he is about
to lose a leg in another hour.
He's a young marine, wounded
in Korea.
He stares blankly at the ceiling and his mind seeks some
consolation in curses and oaths,
for he's bitter and on the verge
of despair. He scoffs at the crucifix on the wall and ironically
thanks it for a fine Christmas
gift. His face becomes distorted
with rage and he shouts a classical phrase at the wall, "Why,
why did it have to happen to
me?" He repeats it again and
again, less audibly each time as
if searching for the answer within himself.
Then his glance catches a
small, carefully wrapped Christmas present which his mother
had sent him. He opens it despondently, thinking of the thrill
he used to have as a kid, tearing
the presents apart on Chris·tmas
morning. Having opened it he
draws out an expensive pair of
black rosary beads. On the card
beneath a painting of the Christ
Child, his mother had written,
"Merry Christmas son, from
One, Who like you, had to give
so much! . . . "
The soldier's body relaxed and
he whispered, looking again at
the cross, "Thanks, thanks for
the strength and understanding."
The amputation was performed later that dav. As the doctor
left his room the'following morning he said ito the nurse, "I'm
afraid the operation was' too
much for his heart, he's not likely to pull through - what's that
he keeps mumbling about?"
"Well, doctor, it sounds to me
something like-the greatest gift
of all."
"The greatest gift of all - the
greatest gift of all, hum, that's a
twist. Strange though, very
strange. . . . "

A second opportunity to apply
for membership in the Honor
Society will be given during the
first week of the second semester. This opportunity is provided
primarily for those whose three
year average fell short of the
required 85 % by some small
margin. Grades earned during
the first semester of Senior Year
will contribute to the general
average and may improve the
standing of some men so that
they will be able to qualify for
membership. Since this group
will have more time, there will
be an increase of three points in
the amount of extra-curricular
credits necessary for qualification.
Council Keys Awarded
Father Fitzgerald also awarded Student Council Keys to
those men who served on the
Student Council last year, and
who had not received the awards
previously.
The emblems, tendered in
recognition of the service which
these men have given to the
school and to the student body
were received by Seniors Joseph
A. McEnany and John D. Mahaney; to Juniors, Edward C.
Bateson, Thomas P. Bepko,
Timothy F. Cronin, and Leonard
DeRosa; to Sophomores Robert
A. Demshak, Robert J. McKeon,
Anthony P. Pagliaro, and James
J. Sweeney.
Those members of the Senior
Class who are serving their first
term on the Council will probably be awarded keys later in
the year.

1.---------------

LA~&RY'S

DINEU

In the heart of Fairfield's
"Little Times Square"
Open Day and Night

POST ROAD
Corner Miller St.

Their crusade against communism began with an invitation to discuss the subject before
a Knights of Columbus group in
Astoria, L.r. Similar invitations
followed and their continuous
study of communism led them to
a position of prestige and authority on the subject. They
have had many unusual experiences on the platform with
communist hecklers and have
been kept busy answering their
verbal pot shots.
Mr. Fahy is a·Professor of Law
and Political Science at St. Peter's College. He is an assistant
corporation counsel of Jersey
City, New Jersey, the Hudson
County Chairman of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, a member of the Bar of
the States of New York and New
Jersey, and a veteran of the
United States Army. He is married and the father of two children, and a member of the law
firm of Fahy & Walsh.
Mr. Walsh is a former Lt. Sr.
Grade, of the United States
Navy, having served approximately four years, three and one
half of said years being spent on
sea duty and foreign service in
the American, European, Caribbean
and
Pacific
theaters.
Among his duties were intelligence, commanding officer of his
OWIl! escort ship, and commanding officer of a training school
for Army and Navy officers in
the use of Loran.
He is a former Judge Advocate of the Hudson City Post of
the Catholic War Veterans, former Chairman of the Legislative
Committee of the Catholic War
Veterans of New Jersey and a
Past State Commander of the
New Jersey Catholic War Veterans.
He is admitted to the practice
of law in the States of New
York and New Jersey, and a
partner in the law firm of Fahy
& Walsh. He is former Assistant
County Corporation Counsel of
Jersey City and a former Assistant County Counsel of Hudson
County.
Mr. Walsh is married and the
father of three children. At present he is a Professor of Labor
Law and Government at St.
Peter's College and Fordham
University. He is a member of
the Knights of Columbus, the
Elks, the New York State Bar
Association, and is the Hudson
County Chairman of the Veteran's Committee of the 1951
March of Dimes.

By FRANCIS G. PHILBIN, '52
I am in receipt, by devious
means, of a surprising and
heartening specimen of poetry(?) Now, this sample of lyrical
greatness was "writ," I presume,
by the eager hand of a student
in a Women's College. In exalted terms this new Browning reaffirms an ancient but fast disappearing tradition, - that women, yes, college women, deep in
the excesses of their intellectual,
fact-crammed h e a I' t s preserve
some glimmering of affection for
men. Hark, now as our inspired
siren, in stately measures reassures the skeptical world that
biological laws have not yet been
suspended
". . . We like them whether
they're shaved
Whether the y , re tailored,
smooth, or tweedy;
What matter, then,
Whether at five o'clock or
eight
They rush in early or stroll in
lateJust so they're men.... "
Well put, girl! Impassioned,
but with one defect, which is
primarily an effect proceeding
from all! educated mind in a
female. Psychologically it is
weak to worship a universal,
since it leads to a lack of discern-

FOOTBALL
Continued from Page 6

with more spirit than they had
in the past. They rolled up victory after victory and became
the undefeated champions in
1950.
This year the Schafters reentered competition with their
fine record of eight straight wins,
and felt sure of another undefeated year. They went all out
on a publicity campaign, publicizing their record and daring
other teams in the school to
come out and meet them on the
gridiron.
It was old man destiny again
who brought Bill Rice back to
school in time to reorganize his
team to meet the Schafters' challenge. It seems that this year
Bill had a little trouble locating
all the members of the old Raiders for there were only three or
four left. It seems that marriage
and the armed forces had consumed the whole line of the
team. Bill, determined to meet
the challenge of the Schafters,
began reorganizing the team.
While organizing this new team,
he ran into Chris Barrett and
Bob Lane who had the same inEthical Pharmacy
tent in mind, namely to meet the
1260 MAIN ST.
challenge of the Schafters and
defeat them if they could. It was
Opp. StraUield Hotel
suggested by Barrett, as long as
the team was to be changed,
PRESCRIPTLONS FULLED
that the name should also be
changed for luck. That they did,
and Chris and Bob, being such
,---------------,1 enthusiastic students of PhilosoRAWLING'S ATHLETIC
phy, decided that "Phuir's FilEQUIPMENT
osophers" would be an appropri"FINEST IN THE FIELD"
ate name. Bill agreed and the old
Raiders were in competition
again with a new look.

The Arctic Sport Shop
Fairfield Universi:ly's Team
Ouifitters

605 Arctic St.

B'p't, Conn.

Team Equipment Baseball
Football Jackets Trophies
Tennis Fishing Basketball
Golf
Phone 4-2813

PERRY PILOTTI

ment when a species of the genus, namely a man, is encountered. (See what Philosophy does
for you?)
In the dim medieval days before the "liberation" of womanhood, women concentrated on
being women and, I think, were
too concerned with individuals
to rhapsodize on universals.
Well, we shouldn't actually complain, since this verse might well
mark the· dawn of a new era,
as the politicians say. These lines
may reflect the beginning of a
growing movement among women to get out of the Chemistry
and Physics laboratory and into
the homes. However, whether
they do or not, I thought it
only just that the Fairfield student body be exposed to the
niceties of exalted poetry and at
the same time, be appraised of
the prevailing conditions in Women's Colleges.
.
To leave you now on a high
plane, I give you the following
sentimental lin e s generously
submitted by a B.S. Biology Student for the edification of his
fellow students:
"There'll be Rye
In The Sky
When We Die,
Fellows."

J. D. F.

Cleaners and Tailors
SHIRTS LAUNDERED
We Call and Deliver

775 Wood Ave.
Bridgeport
Tels: 4-8937 - 6·3262
JOSEPH DeFELICE

Although Bill didn't participate in the actual playing of any
games, it was his coaching along
with players like Jack Doheny,
Larry Fagan, Norbert Fahey,
Jim Grosso and John Bigley, not
to mention the inspiring ball that
was played by the two co-captains, Barrett and Lane that
made them champions.
It was on November 29, 1951,
two years later than originally
scheduled, that Rices Raiders,
now called Phuir's Filosophers,
met and defeated the Schafters
12-6.
The Filosopher's Doheny, with
two successive passes, one to
Fagan, and the other to Fahey,
put the Filosophers out in
front and kept them there. It
was the fine defensive playing of
Lane, Groosso, and Bigley that
kept the Filosophers in possession of the ball through most
of the game. The Schafters
fought back well, and on a pass
from Joe Milewski to Ed Galla,
they scored their only TD.

In the religious life man more
purely lives; less often falls; more
promptly rises; walks more cautiously; more safely rests; dies more
happily; is free earlier from cleans.
, i n g fire; and
THE llR?,rH~R S gains withal a
brightercrown.
VOCA I ION
(St. Benu!'l'cl.) The Christian teacher lights the triple candle of faith
and hope and love in immortal souls,
there to burn for God's sake and
never to be quenched; its light typifies his devoted labors, and a noble
sacrifice, continues his work not in
one, but in many souls forever.
For free literature write, phone
or visit: Brother Louis, OSF, Vocation Department, 41 Butler Street,
Brooklyn 2, New York. Telephone
MAin 4-2036.
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On Monday, Mullen, who is
sphere-the campus-and that it
President of the Student Counwas the purpose of an effic~ent
cil, informed the STAG that his
council to act as an intermedIate
On Wednesday evening, Febremarks would concern the debetween the groups. We were
ruary 20 the Junior Class will
pleted Student Council treasury.IL
slightly amused at the proble~s
sponsor 'a variety show, "T~o
Queried further, Mullen said that
faced by many of the councIls
By PAUL SULLIVAN
Italian American Barbers m
he hoped to be able to present a
(i.e. proctoring in the library,
Paris," written and directed by
plan for the alleviation of the
selling class rings) and as the
Drumbeats
Rudy Girandola. The show, a
present financial embarrassment.
discussion progressed found that
sequel to the "Barber of PalerHe further stated that he believour councilar efforts were far
Beware,
commuters!
JI.;lKVD
mo," which was staged last year
ed the Student Council would be
more important and effective
will be open to all classes, and
able to accept one of the many to be watching the buses m the than those of the other schools.
mornings.-Everybody
wants
to
tickets will be put an sale shortplans under consideration at the
get into the act! ... It pays to Mainly it was discovered that
ly before ,the Mid-Year ExamTuesday meeting.
be
sick. Stogies to Fr. Lyons, Fairfield's Administration was
inations.
Commenting on the Treasury
much more willing to allow us
Bob Murphy, Junior Class
Report which appeared in the and a basket of fruit to Mr. Har- to handle matters that other colak.
Hmmm,
think
I'll
try
it.
Vice President, has appointed
Nov. 29 issue of THE STAG,
leges confined to Administrative
Bronislaw Orlowski to act as
Mullen reminded that the ex- (Nope, better not. Who wa~ts decision. Further, most councils
chocolate
c
0 vel' e d
cyamde
chairman for the event. The compenses of the Council are multiwere allowed a narrow limit of
mittee is made up as follows:
pIe, while the sources of in- drops?!) ... After due delibera- jurisdiction in which to operate
tion
and
careful
consideration,
Richard Dowling, and Robert
come are not nearly as numerplus the fact that a majority of
Whelan, Props; William C':lr~in
ous or as great, financially speak- the SC has decided NOT to go them were required to include
and Charles Waring, PublICIty;
ing. The Counci~ P.resident noted into the candy business. (Huh?) four or five faculty members in
Dick Bepko and Larry Lembo,
that the CounCIl IS expected to ... Despite a heavy battle "Ru- their number. This would preRefreshments.
provide funds for the underclass dolph the Ice-cold Reindeer" re- sent a problem to any councV
The show, according to direcad in the Manor, to pay student mains the symbol of the Mid- plus the power of the council
tor Girandola, will have four
dues ill: nat~onal organ~zations, Winter Carnival.
The Student Council wishes moderator to veto any action of
acts each one substantially difto prOVIde gIfts to the SIck, and
to
take this opportunity to wish which he disapproves. I might
fere~t from the one before it,"
for outstanding service to the
add that our Moderator has this
and will be a continuation of the
school, and to pay, in part at the entire student body, the fac- power but in five years has nevulty,
and
their
friends,
a
Happy
story which was begun so ausleast, the expenses of the student
er exercised it. Other colleges
piciously in the "Barber of Paldelegates to several conventions and Holy Christmas as well as a are not so blessed or perhaps fail
Joyous
and
Boun~ful New Year.
ermo." The cast will include
and meetings throughout the
to realize the Administrative
Clem Naples, Peter Amenta, Jim
year. This, Mullen noted, was in
On The Serious Side
position. Albertus Magnus was
Farnum, -Art Sapienza, John Bigaddition to the Council's obliunique in this regard, in that
As
of
the
first
day
of
the
secley and Roy Ervin, who appeargation to sponsor social events
their council president had the
ed last year, as well as a few
and underwrite the eve~ts spon- ond semester, there will be a power of over-riding the modergeneral
assessment
of
$1.00
per
new additions to the cast. Giransored by other .group.s (mcludmg
ator's veto! In financial matters,
dola added that he "hopes to ob50% of the OnentatIOn Day ex- year, per student, and it will be however, all other councils had
tain the services of Bob Murphy
penses).
payable' during the first week of
a distinct advantage over Fairthe first semester.
to fill the part of Maria."
EDITOR'S NOTE:
field. All control the student acThe
money
will
be
used
to
It is expected that fickets will
Due to our publication deadtivities fee at their schools and
be priced-at a moderate scale, as
line, We are unable to publish fortify the Student Fund, the portion out expenses to the varpurpose of which is to finance
they were last
and that
reeither the text of the speeches any and all student obligations, ious activities in their schools
freshments
willyear,
be served
during
the dance which will follow the
gwen at the meeting, or the such as activities, etc. It will according to a bUdg~t which is
also enable the school to become presented by each club president
"Sh~OW~.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~I~i~ti~c~a~lfu;;;t;;;ur;;;;;;;;e;;;.
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;. proposal fo}; alleviating th,~ a member of various intercolleg- to them. Although it would seem
;;
treasury
embarrassment, iate organizations, which will, in to place unusual power in a
mentioned by Mr. Mullen. turn, increase the stature of council's hands it was almost a
These will be given complete Fairfield in the national collegi- unanimous policy. In Fairfield's
circumstances this would appear
coverage in our next issue, ate picture.
However, due to the kindness
This assessment plan had been somewhat extreme but a modification of it would undoubtably
of our publisher, we are able discussed at great length, but eliminate
many of the financial
to present, in the column, was finally duly presented and problems facing council here.
passed
at
the
meeting
of
Dec.
11,
"Council Drums," ash art 1951.
In retrospect, Fairfield's delesummary of the meeting of
Personally, I think that it is gation attended in the hope that
Tuesday, December 11.)
about time. The Student Council much would be learned from the
has
been hanging by its financial experiences of other councils.
it's a little-money gift, it means so
teeth long enough and it had to Much was learned but the most
CISL
take a stand on income some· impressive factor was that our
much more when it's from Read's. If it's
Continued from Page 1
where. After all, it is a student's council acts on matters which
an important-money gift, you want it to
organization,
its members being other schools leave in Adminisperience in that particular field
elected
bv
the
student body, and trCitive hands. It is a sign that
and his opinion on the importhe University officers here place
be obviously the best. No matter how
tance of impartiality as a requis- therefore: if anyone should sup- far most trust in the students'
port
it,
it
should
be
the
students.
ite qualification for a prospective
much or how little you want to spend,
hands and are willing to allow
office holder. Those who were Amen.
us to decide important policies
the gifts you choose mean more when
seeking such positions as Speakaffecting ourselves.
Added Drumbeats
er of the House and President
thev're
from
John
Keegan,
53,
appointed
to
I
of the Senate, and Majority and
Minority Leader in both Houses .investigate the NSA and will rewere also quizzed on specific port on it to the Council. . . .
points of Parliamentary proce- Christmas seals to -be sold next
Wednesday ... there has ,been a
dure.
When the Board had finished request for silence in the library
its interviewing, a short and in- ... the Junior Advisory Board,
formal Executive Council meet- a noble experiment, has been
ing was held. State Chairman dissolved...
Jim Foster announced the selected slate of candidates, and
~WHHALEXA:~~F HEW HAVEH
Rules Director Aspinwall read
a list of those bills of the respective colleges which had been
accepted by the Bills Committee.
INCORPORATED

I

del' any moral obligatio!! to s~pport the present regime m Spam.
The Catholic Church was canonised no form of government
nor approved of anyone as better
than -another as long as moral
law is protected. Of course, the
Church must condemn any form
of government insofar as it violates moral law."
Father Deevy's answer to the
question, "What is the attitude
of the Spanish people towards
their present regime?" was:
"Not enthusiastic as far as I
can gather, but they do consider it the most acceptable and
most practical form of government for the present situation.
The Spaniard will not fight for
an ideal unless he sees that it is
practical and capabl~ of acco~plishment. His expenences WIth
the republican form of govern-·
ment make him unfortunately
suspicious of de~ocracy. ~s
Americans we thmk there IS
nothing better than democracy
but it would be a fallacy to think
that what is good for us is necessarily good for others. Spaniards
are not conditioned to our way
of thinking. They possess neither the same material nor spiritual
background for self-government.
They still savour the bitter taste
of anarchy parading as demod
th I k f
orne
cracyan so ey 00 or s
.thing different. They ask what IS
the alternative to th: pres~nt
regime and are not satIsfied WIth
the answers. Only Spaniards can
solve the problem of their po-
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At Christmas, of All Times
A Gift :fFiom 'R1ea d's
mleans m(ore~

If

King's Point
Tomorrow
Night

Read's

I~

=
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JAMES V. JOY

CI-IRISTMAS GIFTS
OF GOOD TASTE

COLLEGE TOWN SHOP
HEADQUARTERS FOR COLLEGE MEN

1438 POST ROAD

FAIRFIELD, CONN.

GENERAL" INS URANCE

KRONICK AGENCY
REAL ESTATE -

INSURANCE

53 UNQUOWA PLACE
Fairfield, Connecticut

PROMPT SERVICE-RELIABLE COMPANIES

Important -

MANHATTAN

"Insure with Joy"

O. K. CLEANERS
ALL ALTERATIONS DONE
REASONABLY
10% Discount on Tailoring
for Students
Next to Cenier Barber Shop

All claims serviced promptly
thru our own office

PHONE 4-6179
955 Main Street

Bridgeport, Connecticut

